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Abstract—This paper describes the performance improvements
of a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) microprocessor that
has migrated from a 2.5-V technology to a 1.8-V technology. The
1.8-V technology implements copper interconnects and lowVVV ttt

field-effect transistors in speed-critical paths and has anLLLe� of
0.12���m. Global clock latency and skew are improved by using
copper wires, and early mode timings are improved by reducing
clock skew and adding buffers. These enhancements, along with
an environment of 2.0 V, 85���C, and with a fast process, produced
a 480-MHz RISC microprocessor.

Index Terms—CMOS, copper, low threshold, microprocessor,
PowerPC, reduced instruction set computer (RISC).

I. INTRODUCTION

A 32-BIT 480-MHz PowerPC1 reduced instruction set com-
puter (RISC) microprocessor has been migrated into

an advanced 0.2-m CMOS technology with copper for its
interconnects and multithreshold transistors. The technology
features help to increase the microprocessor’s internal clock
frequency up to 480 MHz at 2.0 V and 85C, and at the
fast end of the process distribution. When operating at room
temperature, the clock frequency increases to over 500 MHz.

II. PROCESSORARCHITECTURE

The microprocessor’s architecture can dispatch two in-
structions per cycle by using two 32-KB L1 caches, one
for data and one for instructions. An integrated L2 cache
controller can work with L2 cache sizes of 256 KB, 512
KB, or 1 MB, and the I/O’s interface with the external bus
using an industry standard of 3.3 V. The 60bus has ratios
of 1 as well as 2 to 8 with 0.5 increments. The
L2 cache interface contains ratios of L2 bus frequency to
internal clock frequency of 1 : 1, 2 : 3, 1 : 2, 2 : 5, and 1 : 3. The
microprocessor has been successfully implemented in a 2.5-V
CMOS technology [1] and has migrated to a 1.8-V CMOS
technology (Fig. 1). The 1.8-V microprocessor has estimated
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SPECint95 and SPECfloat95 ratings of 20 and 12, respectively,
at 480 MHz with a 1-MB L2 cache running at 240 MHz and
a 60 bus frequency of 96 MHz. The 60 bus is the high-
speed 32- and 64-bit processor bus interface used throughout
the PowerPC family of processors.

III. T ECHNOLOGY

The 2.5-V CMOS technology, with a field-effect transistor
(FET) of 0.18 m, has five interconnect levels made of
aluminum, a tungsten local interconnect, and tungsten vies.
The local interconnect contacts both diffusion and polysilicon
by overlap. The contacted wiring pitch for the third level of
metal is 1.26 m. The metal thicknesses are 0.54m for M1,
0.73 m for M2, M3, and M4, and 2.07m for M5. The nom-
inal internal clock frequency is 221 MHz; but the frequency
increases to greater than 275 MHz when the line is tailored
shorter, the voltage is increased, and the maximum operating
temperature is reduced. The I/O’s were designed to interface
from the internal voltage of 2.5 V to the 3.3-V external bus.
The 6.4 million transistors fit into a 67 mmchip area.

The 1.8-V CMOS technology has a nominal NFET
of 0.12 m. This technology is a linear shrink from the 2.5-
V technology with some changes to the ground rules for the
local interconnect and the Si/local interconnect spacing. In this
technology, the microprocessor has six levels of metal (Fig. 2).
Metal-level thicknesses are 0.40m for M1 and M2, 0.55 m
for M3 and M4, and 1.20 m for M5 and M6. Beginning with
M1, all levels of metal and vias are fabricated with copper.
Again, a tungsten local interconnect with a tungsten via is used
to increase the overall density. The copper wires, manufactured
with a damascene process, are deposited via electroplating,
which provides lower costs and better connections to the vias
than the tungsten via and metal etch-back process used for
aluminum. A single damascene process is used for M1 and a
dual damascene process is used for the remaining metal levels.
The dual damascene process produces the via connections
and the metal level, in copper, at the same time. The third-
metal level has a reduced contacted pitch of 0.81m. This
microprocessor’s SRAM cell, used in several custom circuits,
is a migrated design with new ground-rule waivers measuring
7.6 m . The smallest SRAM cell available in the 1.8-V
technology, which measures 6.84m , was not selected in
order to maintain the M1 word line and not adversely affect the
development schedule. The technology offers FET’s with two
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Fig. 1. A 480-MHz RISC microprocessor with copper interconnect.

distinct threshold voltages (V,) for both NFET’s and PFET’s.
At long channellengths, the low threshold voltage NFEThas a
V, that is 100 mV lower than the nonlow V; device of 310 mV.

The low V, devices are provided to increase performance. The
microprocessor’s present chip size is 40 mm?. TableI lists
key microprocessor and technology parameters for both the
2.5- and 1.8-V technologies.

IV. COPPER INTERCONNECT

Copper interconnects provide a 40% decrease in RC delay
over the traditional aluminum wires due to the reducedresis-

tivity of copper [2]. Reduced copper resistivity allows for a
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tradeoff of the resistance or capacitance by thinning the wire.
The sheet resistance of the previous interconnect technology is
maintained because a thinner wire improves manufacturability
and yield and because the aspect ratio of the wire is not as
extreme. Reliability of these thinner wires is not compromised
because copper has less electromigration than aluminum. For
the 1.8-V technology, the RC reduction of copper is mainly
caused by the reduced capacitance; the sheet resistance for
a given interconnect remains nearly constant. The total RC
reduction is 23%. Because of lower capacitance on the wires,
intralayer coupling capacitance between the third-metal-level
wires is reduced by 27%. Fig. 3 shows the late-mode timing
delay of all the timing paths when the microprocessor is
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TABLE I
TECHNOLOGY FEATURES

Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope of six copper metal levels and local
interconnect.

wired with aluminum. Fig. 4 presents the same data with
the metal levels fabricated in copper; the path delay near
2.0 ns is reduced because the RC delay percentage on the
critical paths is decreased. Path delays less than 1.0 ns did
not change significantly because the paths contained little RC
delay. The top 5% of the paths have RC delay ranging from
5–25% of the total path delay, where the speed advantage

Fig. 3. Histogram of path delays with Al interconnects.

from copper is noticeable. The top 5% of the paths typically
contain 18–23 gates/cycle. With a higher percentage of the
critical path delay dominated by intrinsic gate delay, the
frequency of the microprocessor more easily increases at the
fast end of the process distribution, with either higher voltage
or lower temperature. Some of the late-mode critical timing
paths, which still contain a large amount of RC, are tripled
in width to decrease the RC delay further. Decreased cycle
time is accomplished without adding a pipe stage, so a high
frequency can be reached while still preserving the number
of instructions executed per cycle. A similar timing for early
mode was performed to compare clock paths to shortest delay
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Fig. 4. Histogram of path delays with Cu interconnects.

data paths. If a latching element has data inputs that transition
too fast or a clock that transitions too slow, the latch can

be corrupted. Because copper interconnects reduce RC delay
and can produce early mode paths, buffers are added to slow
down and eliminate these paths.

V. Low V, FET IMPLEMENTATION

The microprocessor’s internal clock frequencyis further im-
proved with low V; FET’s. With our timing and floor-planning
methodology, low V, transistors are inserted manually into
custom macros to improve delay through a custom circuit. The
remaining logic on the chip is implemented with 4-bit nibbles
of random logic gates (extended custom standard-cell library)
and individual 1-bit standard-cell books. A duplicate low V;
library has been developed for these standard cells. To allow
nonlow V; and low V; books to be interchangeable, the layout
of the low V, books is identical to that of the nonlow V, books
in size and wiring. After timing the chip at 500 MHz,any part
of a late-mode timing path that contains standard-cell books
and does not meet the timing requirements is converted to a
low V, book andthe chip is retimed. Because low V; books
are used only for the critical paths, the number oftransistors
with the reduced threshold voltage is limited. For the whole
chip, 12.3% of the 4-bit standard-cell books and 5.0% of the
1-bit standard-cell books were converted to low V; books. The

Tasaz for the low V; FET’s is 10% higher than for the standard
FET’s. The low V; FETleakage is 8-10higher than standard
FET’s. Therefore, to balance power versus speed, only 4.2%
of the total transistors on the microprocessor are converted to
low V,, which accounts for a performance increase of 6.5%.
To minimize risk and maintain noise margins, this design does
not implement low V; FET’s within dynamic circuits.

VI. CLOCK DISTRIBUTION AND PHASE-LOCKED LOOP DESIGN

Increasing the processor speed with a technology remap
required a proportional improvement in the clock design and
distribution because clock skew subtracts from the proces-
sor cycle time. A hierarchical clock-distribution methodology
included variable wire widths to minimize delay, automated
clock load balancing, and local clock buffer clustering. The
clock distribution network contains four stages: a large global
clock buffer, a clock tree, 500 local clock splitters, and local
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Fig. 5. Histogram ofthe clock tree latency with Al and Cu interconnects.

clock buffers. The local clock splitter converts a global single-
phase clock into complementary unbuffered C1 and C2 clocks.
The local clock buffers use the split outputs to produce a
buffered master latch clock Cl and a buffered slave latch

clock C2.

The clock tree is designed in a pseudogrid-spine network.
Thick metal levels M6 and MSare used for the primary global
clock wiring. Four M5 spines run parallel for 3 mm, and
M6is used to connect the spines to form a grid network.
Wiring levels M4 through M2 are used to connect clusters
of clock splitters to the spines, and total wire lengths are
restricted to 500 jum. If the 2.5-V-technology microprocessor
implements six levels of metal, the improved RC delay from
copper interconnect reduces clock latency from 170 to 85 ps
and improves the clock tree skew from 55 to 35 ps, as shown
in Fig. 5. This improvement in clock skew helps reduce the
number of early mode fast paths. The copper interconnect
allows the use ofnarrow metallines, which reduces inductance

effects: an aluminum interconnect could produce similar RC
skew by using wider lines, but the increased inductance would
affect skew significantly.

Because additional clock skew directly impacts the process
cycle time, the local clock splitter and local clock buffer must
deliver accurate clock signals to the latches. Therefore, the
number of local clock buffers was increased from eight to
24, with each buffer driving a smaller restricted load range.
The restricted buffer load capacitance range reduces clock
buffer skew from 100 to 20 ps. Software tools allow automated
repowering based on wire andlatch capacitances. The low RC
interconnect and smaller clock buffer load capacitance range
improves the distribution of a falling Cl edge at the latch
boundaries, as shown in Fig. 6, which compares the 2.5-V
technology to the 1.8-V technology.

Critical components must be adjusted when a phase-locked
loop (PLL) is remapped from a 2.5-V to a 1.8-V technology.
The PLL [3] was originally designed for a 2.5-V CMOS
technology. The critical components examined during a tech-
nology remap are the phase detector gain, voltage reference
center current, charge-pump current sources, feed-forward
current sources, and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) gain.
Statistical analysis is performed for various parameter changes
such as channel length, threshold voltage, temperature, power
supply, and process mistracking deviations. Open-loop and
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closed-loop circuit simulations as well as closed-loop behav-
ioral time-domain models are used to optimize the PLL for
damping coefficient and to improvestability of the VCO pole,
phase error, andjitter.

Analog circuit operation becomesdifficult when the power
supply is scaled because MOS device threshold voltage and
dc operating points are not scaling proportionally. The voltage
reference circuit consists of a pair of ratioed diodes (D6 and
D60), a pair of ratioed NMOStransistors (N1 and N2), and a
pair of load PMOStransistors (P3 and P4), as shown in Fig. 7.
As the technology is scaled, the diode forward bias remains

constant, the MOS device de bias condition (V,,—V,) scales
by 0.85x, and the power supply scales by 0.72. Thus, as
the power supply is lowered, the voltage-reference-transistor
operating points move from saturation into the linear region.
Whenthetransistors are in the linear region of their operation,
the charge pump stops functioning as an infinite current source
and operates with poor stability over process, temperature,
and voltage. The voltage-reference-transistor operation in the
saturation region is guaranteed by converting NMOStransis-
tors (N1 and N2) from standard threshold devices to zero V;
devices and PMOStransistors (P3 and P4) from standard V;
to low V; devices. The improvementin the voltage reference
circuit is measured through transistor N5 (Fig. 8).

VII. TIMING AND PERFORMANCE

The 1.8-V technology improves the frequency of the pro-
cessor by 27%, while the logic, circuit, and floor-planning
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enhancements contribute a 17% improvement. In addition, the
copper wires for this design result in a 12% improvement
in path delay, while low V; devices add another 6.5% to
the maximum frequency. Total improvement is 77%. One
of the critical path delays is shown in Fig. 9. The timing
delay is segmented into custom gate delay, standard-cell gate
delay, and interconnect delay for the 2.5-V technology, 1.8-V
technology without copper interconnects or low V; FET’s, 1.8-
V technology with copper interconnects and low V, devices,
and 1.8-V technology with circuit enhancements.

A timing analysis was performed at 480 MHz, 2.0 V,
85°C, and all process parameters were centered at 1-sigma
fast—except for Lg, which was centered at 3-sigma fast—to
represent a chip design line-tailored to the fast corner. The
fast corner of the process distribution also shows more RC
effects. Fig. 10 shows the late-mode timing for revisions 1.0
and 2.0 of the 1.8-V microprocessor and the timing of the
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